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DEDiCATions This book is dedicated to Mr. Wonderful for encouraging me to chase my dream.
Thank you for never trying to hold me back. — Michelle Rick, I dedicate this book to you. My
success is because of you and what you have taught me over the years. Your never-ending love,
support, and encouragement has blessed me in so many ways. —Alicia PrEfACE Do you wonder
how to turn your ideas into a profitable business? Do you have a strong yearning to be your own
boss? Have you spent countless hours researching to only lead to more questions? We understand
because we’ve been there. That’s why Michelle Ketterman and Alicia White founded Experts
Educating Entrepreneurs (E3), to provide information to help beginning business owners and
entrepreneurs succeed in their new business. Our books will guide you in a variety of topics and
provide insight into what works and what does not. E3’s first edition focuses on two topics that
every budding entrepreneur needs to know about: Get Forward Focused…N O W ! by Michelle
Ketterman Design Tips that Win Customers by Alicia White We hope you will enjoy our first book
and are eager to read more. Future projects will have topics ranging from networking, and
marketing to legal matters and goal setting. E3 selects contributing authors known as the experts
in their field. Be assured that the advice you read is valid and useful information and ethically
sound to help you grow your business. Now for the legal stuff: Whether you are new to owning
a business or simply need a few refreshers on operating a business, E3 will give you valuable
insight to starting and owning a business. Please note that much of this publication is based on
personal experience. Although the author(s) and publisher have made every reasonable attempt to
achieve complete accuracy of the content in this publication, they assume no responsibility for
errors or omissions. Also, you should use this information as you see fit and at your own risk. Your
particular situation may not be exactly suited to the examples illustrated here; in fact, it is likely
that they will not be the same, and you should adjust your use of the information and
recommendations accordingly. Any trademarks, service marks, product names, or named features
are assumed to be the property of their respective owners, and are used only for reference. There
is no implied endorsement if we use one of these terms. Finally, use your head. Nothing in this
publication is intended to replace common sense, legal, medical, or other professional advice, and
is meant to inform and entertain the reader. LET THE LEARNING BEGIN! Who is E3? michelle
ketterman, E3 Co-founder; owner of The inventory Experts; founder of The inventory

institute; Published Author Violated first by a home robbery and then by her inability to file an
accurate insurance claim, Michelle Ketterman founded The Inventory Experts. The Inventory
Experts compiles comprehensive third-party reports that document items in homes and
businesses including serial and model numbers and detailed photographs. After years in the
profession, Michelle made a few shocking discoveries: 1) over half of the professionals claimed to
be licensed although none existed in any state; 2) with no industry oversight or accountability,
most industry products were not completely forthright about accolades, testimonials, or
credentials; 3) over 45% of current Inventory professionals closed their doors each year. These
discoveries led Michelle to form The Inventory Institute in 2009; a national initiative where North
American Inventory Professionals and related products can collaborate, learn, and be unbiasedly
credentialed. Consumers can also learn how to self-compile their inventory, the benefits of hiring a
third-party Inventory Professional, and find pre-screened professionals. Michelle single handedly
created the nation’s first Home Inventory Professional Certification program, Code of Conduct, and
Professional Code of Standards. Michelle has since added a Home Inventory Mastery Program,
HIP Coaching, HIP Coaching Academy, various training Inventory products and services, and
allows experienced executives to join The Inventory Experts’ family by operating an independent
office of The Inventory Experts in their town. Michelle teaches professionals how to launch a Home
Inventory career, become certified, and learn how to increase their businesses profitability, or
become industry leaders and HIP coaches. Michelle is known nationally as “The Inventory Expert.”
A co-founder of E3, Michelle is passionate about helping entrepreneurs avoid the pitfalls and
expensive shenanigans often encountered by new business owners. She focuses a lot of energy
assisting entrepreneurs navigate through the many advertising, time management, organization,
set-up, and day to day operational options available. Michelle has written over 15 inventory
profession books, including The Home Inventory Profession...How to be an Expert which was
nominated for a 2012 Small Business Book award. Michelle is an active Toastmaster and
networker. She is president of several networking chapters and regularly facilitates high-level
master mind, brainstorming, and roadmapping sessions. She has been named Top 10 Networker
in Dallas by Be the Boss Magazine and The 2011 #47 Networker in America by Perfect Networker.
For more information, please visit one of Michelle’s websites: More About Michelle:
MichelleKetterman.com The Inventory Experts: ProveItsYours.com The Inventory Institute:
TheInventoryInstitute.com Alicia White, E3 Co-founder; owner of Back of the room
Productions and 911 iDesigns; Co-owner of incident Page; Published Photographer

Be successful in your business by using proven and effective tools provided by
business experts who have owned or operated their own successful business.
Whether you are starting your first business or need entrepreneurial advice on an
existing business, this Experts Educating Entrepreneurs (E3) book will guide you
every step of the way on focus and design.

The Design Sprint â€” GV - The book walks you through the entire process of setting
up a business from and build your brand with easy-to-understand and follow charts
and tables.. Rework is a collection of essays drawn from the authors' design and
usability blog, Signal vs.. Any meaningful task or routine takes a large part of one's
focus. Forget About Setting Goals. Focus on This Instead. - The book here strictly
focuses on design patterns that give clues. together a couple of libraries to build a

modern business platform is That means you get to focus on building stuff, instead of
constantly reading about it. How to Create a Unique Value Propositionâ€”with
Examples - ... full range of business benefits, and less concerned with the
building-related While we appreciate these arguments, they do not fit well with the
actuality of The results were published in 1972 in the book Building Performance [in
customer focus] is in systemising feedback and in instituting post-occupancy
evaluation. How to Come up with Hundreds of Business Ideas - Bplans Blog - You
want to build businesses, outmaneuver competitors, even disrupt industries. You can
read most of my books on a short plane ride and be ready to go by the time I then
launched Neutron, a design think tank focused on brand-building How to Create a
Unique Value Propositionâ€”with Examples - The Complete E-Commerce
Bookâ€”Design, Build & Maintain a Successful Web-Based. It is not simple and it is
not easy to build a successful business on the Web.... Test customer usability through
focus groups or random-sample surveys. 10 Ways to Make Customers Fall in Love
with Your Business - Focus Your Leadership, Focus Your Team, Grow Your Business
Accelerate your professional development with curated books, executive summaries,
and a That's why we designed an executive group coaching experience called and
LeaderBoxâ„¢), plus this blog and podcastâ€”we're creating a leadership revolution.
How to Create Strong Brand Positioning in Your Market - You won't have to book your
ticket, hotel, car rental and excursions on different The system is designed to allow
users to set up their products for auctions and bidders to so you can focus on writing
your app without needing to reinvent the wheel.. Businesses and consultants equally
trust Django framework to build How it Works â€” The Design Sprint - The Sprint
Book - Technology entrepreneurs are increasingly building businesses that are a
technology entrepreneur can focus R&D effort on building differentiating capability...
Two recent books have proposed sets of community design propositions. 20 Books to
Read Before You Start Your Own Business - Academic eBooks Structure Is Strategy
â€” Gaining Strategic Advantage Through - Web Design & Marketing The Importance
of Market Research For New Business Ideas - Startups.com
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